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on January 24, 1994, at 0926, Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 experienced a reactor trip
and partial actuation of subsystem ZB of the Engineered Safety Featuren
Actuation System (ESFAS) . The reactor trip and ESFAS actuation occurred due
to fluctuations in the output voltage from 12 120 VAC Vital Bua Inverter. The
inverter output voltage fluctuated due to a defective voltagn regulator board
within the inverter. At the time of the event, Unit 1 was at 100 percent
power with normal operating temperature and pressure.

Troublonhooting af ter the event identified the defnctive regulator board. The
board appeared to be defective either due to a loose fuse in the voltage
feedback circuit or due to a screw found vodged between the boards of the

,

card. Additional inspectionc identified a loose capacitor and defective '

oscillator board.

Corrective actions include the inspection of the other inverters on. Unit 1 and
2, replacement of the inverter with upgraded models, and an evaluation to
determine if debris intrusion controls for the inverters are adequate.
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On January 24,1994, at 0926, Calvert Cliffs Unit i experienced a reactor trip
and partial actuation of subsyste.a ZB of the Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS). The trip and ESFAS actuation occurred due to
fluctuations in the output voltage from 12 120 VAC Vital Bus Inverter. Although
some components were affected by the loss of inverter voltage, plant response to
the event was in accordance with design. The inverter output voltage fluctuated
due to a defective voltage regulator board within the inverter. Output voltage
from the inverter was completely lost when a protective fuse within the inverter
blew. At the time of the event, Unit 1 was operating at 100 percent power with
normal operating temperature and pressure.

At approximately 0826 on January 24, 1994, instrument maintenance technicians
commenced Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) M 212E 1 on Unit 1. This STP is
used to test portions of the Reactor Protective System (RPS) logic and matrix
functions. The technicians completed steps involving testin6 of the RPS matrix
and channel functions, and moved on to testing the "Hatrix Relay / Channel Trip
Relays." There are eight reactor trip circuit breakers (TCBs) in the RPS
system, grouped in four pairs. Each pair is controlled by a TcB control relay
which receives inputs from the logic matrix relays.

The trip paths controlling TCBs 1 and 5 and 2 and 6, were tested first. Both
TCB pairs were opened individually during the testing and then restored to their
normal closed position. At approximately 0916 the technicians proceeded to test
the third trip circuit and opened TCBs 3 and 7. At 0926, the 12 120 VAC Vital
Bus Inverter output voltage fluctuated, causing a loss of power to TCB control
relay K2, allowing TCBs 2 and 6 to open. With TCB pairs 3 and 7 and 2 and 6
open, the Control Element Assembly (CEA) hold coils were deenergized allowing
all of the CEAs to drop into the reactor core. Additionally, undervoltage
conditions downstream of the TCBs were sensed satisfying the logic for a reactor
trip bus undervoltage relay in the ESFAS ZB cabinet. Actuation of this relay
provided a trip signal to the Main Turbine. The Main Turbine then tripped and

,

!
provided a signal to the RPS to open the remaining four TCBs.

j
1

The output from 12 Inverter supplies 120 VAC input to the lYO2 Vital 120 VAC
Bus. This bus in turns supplies power to the Channel ZB ESFAS actuation logic
cabinet 15 and 28 VDC power supplies. The 15 VDC supply is used to provide
power to the logic module coincident circuitry, whereas the 28 VDC supply
provides power to the final output circuitry of the modules. It appears that
when the output voltage from the inverter started to fluctuate, the 15 VDC power ;

supply in the Channel 2B ESFAS actuation cabinet decayed to a voltage value

1
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below the voltage trip threshold. Although the voltage decayed sufficiently to
adversely affect the coincident circuitry, the 28 volt power supply voltage was
still high enough to cause the output circuitry to function properly and provide
actuation signals to ESFAS Channel ZB components. When voltage from the
inverter to the ESFAS cabinet was lost completely the coincident and output
circuitries returned to their pre-actuation states. At no point in this event
did the sensors in the ESFAS sensor cabinets actually detect adverse conditions
in the plant.

One of the resulting ESFAS actuations was the undervoltage relay on safety-
related 4 kv Bus 14 When,this relay actuated a si nal was provided to trip the6
normal feeder breaker and safety-related loads on Bus 14 and to initiate the
start of 12 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG). Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System components like 12 Low Pressure Safety Injection Pump that
received breaker close signals from ESFAS output circuitry simultaneously
roccived breaker open signals from the undervoltage relay and thus the pump did
not actually start to operate.

As noted above 12 EDG started after receiving a signal from the undervoltage
relay, It did not sequence onto Bus 14 and load components because the complete
loss of power to the ESFAS cabinet, after the protective fuse in the inverter
blev, rendered 12 EDG's sequencers inoperable. To restore power to the Bus 14,
a licensed utility reactor operator closed in the alternate feeder breaker to
the bus. To restore power to 1Y02, the inverter was isolated and the backup
supply to the bus was placed in service.

Because the EDG started from a cold condition, the operators decided to manually
load and run the EDG in accordance with current plant policies. The operators
synchronized the EDG with Bus 14 and were in the process of raising load on the
EDG when the EDG output breaker tripped open at about 250 kw. They then
unsuccessfully attempted to synchronize with the 21 4 kv bus. Operators were
dispatched to the EDC breaker and discovered the reverse power trip relay flag
was in the tripped condition, thus preventing the EDG breaker from closing.
After resetting the relay flag they successfully loaded the EDG onto 21 Bus.

Other than the unique initiation of the ESFAS actuation signals discussed above,
the RPS and ESFAS functioned properly. The redundant ESPAS channel to ZB, ZA,
was unaffected by the loss of 12 Inverter. The loss of 12 Inverter did prevent
the Main Steam Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) from opening. At the time of the
event the Reactor Regulating system, which controls pressurizer level, was
selected to Channel Y which is powered from lY02. The Reactor Regulating System
provides the quick open signal to both the ADVs and turbine bypass valves after
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a turbine trip, co without power to the system both the ADVs and bypass valves
failed to receive a quick open signal. The turbine bypass valves will also ramp
open in response to rising main steam system pressure. When the ADVs and
turbine bypsss valves did not receive a quick open signal, pressure spiked to
998 pain in the steam generators before the turbine bypass valves reduced
pressure. If pressure had bean sustained at this value the Main Steam Safety
Valves would have started to open, but did not due to the opening of the turbine
bypass valves.

As experienced on previous turbine trips, Main Feedwater (MFW) was lost because
a close signal was provided to the MW regulating valves for both 11 and 12
Stea:s Generators after the Main Turbine tripped. These valves closed faster
than the Steam Generator Feedwater Pumps (SGFPs) could ramp down thus causing
the pumps to trip on high discharge pressure. Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) was
manually initiated by the operators to maintain steam generator levels. A |

modification to correct this feedwater problem will be included in the upgrades
to the feedwater system being impicmented in the 1994 Unit 1 Refueling Outage.

After the trip. Technical Specification 3.8.9.1.b.2 was entered for the loss of
|

the inverter and the Unit remained in MODE 3 while troubleshooting took place.
When efforts to isolate and repair the inverter approached the allowed Technical
Specification out of service time, the Unit was cooled down to MODE 5 in
accordance with the Technical Specification and an Unusual Event was declared in
accordance with the Emergency Response Plan Implementation Procedures.

II. CAUSE OF EVE!TI

The root cause of the Un't i reactor trip on January 24, 1994, was the failure {of 12 120 VAC Vital Inverter due to a faulty voltage regulator board. Post-trip |
troubleshooting identifie.d both a loose fuse in voltage feedback circuit and a j
loose panel screw, from an unidentified source, stuck between the two cards that
make up the voltage regulator board. Either one of these conditions could have
caused voltage fluctuations within the regulator board. These fluctuations may
have caused a transistor on the board to become defective which may have led to
the failure of the board itself.

The investigation also datormined the total loss of inverter output voltage
occurred when a protectiva fuse in the inverter blew. Troubleshooting
determined two conditions which could have caused this fuse to blow: (1) the
failure of the voltage regulator board and or (2) a capacitor that controls
sequencing of the Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCRs) in the inverter with a
loose connection.
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After the Uni.t 1 trip on January 24, 1994, the voltage regulator card was
replaced and static and dynamic load testite was performed on the inverter. The
inverter was returned to service and declared OPERABLE on January 25, 1994 at
approximately 1400. At around 1600 on January 25, 1994, the protective fuse in
the inverter failed again and the inverter was removed from service. At this
point troubleshooting identified the oscillator board was now defective and the
card was repinced. The loose fuse in voltage feedback circuit and the loose
capacitor connection were also found at this time and both were tightened.
Static testing was then performed and during this testing the protective fuse
blew once a6ain (it was later determined the fuse blew during this testing due
to faulty test equipment) . While testin6 was in progress, Operations
conservatively elected to treat the inverter as inoperabic since the unit trip
on January 24, and in accordance with Technical Specification 3.8.9.1.b.2
commenced a cooldown from MODE 3 (Hot Standby) to MODB 5 (Cold Shutdown) . After
performing the maintenance described above and successful testing, the inverter
was declared operable and returned to servica at approXimately 0530 on January
30, 1994

III. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

IThe ESFAS system initiates the start of equipment designed to mitigate and
terminate a loss of reactor coolant, a main steam line break, or a loss of

feedwater event. The ESFAS system, including both sensor and actuation systems,
and the equipment it operates are divided into two independent and redundant
subsystems designed to ensure the system responds even in the event of a single
failure. Although the logic modules in Channel B of the ESFAS system were in an
indetertninate stage and thus caused the actuation of ESFAS components, Channel A
was unaffected by the loss of 12 Inverter. At no time during the event did the
ESPAS sensors actually sense plant parameters that would satisfy the ESFAS lo6 ci
modules nor did any of the ESFAS component actuations result in water being
injected into the Reactor Coolant System.

The undervoltage condition and loss of Bus 14 were not considered a loss of
offsite power. The normal feeder becaker to the bus opened in response to an
undervoltage si nal generated from ESFAS Channel B, which was, effected by the6
fluctuating voltage supplied by 12 Inverter, Neither an actual loss of offsite
power nor a fault on Bus 14 were present at the start of the event.

There were no safety consequences associated with this avent and the ESFAS
actuations are not considered safety significant.

l
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This event is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) due to
the RPS and ESFAS actuations. Additionally, it is reportable under
10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(A) because an Unusual Event was declared and the Unit was
cooled down from MODE 3 to MODE 5.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Short Term

A. Corrective maintenance accociated with 12 Invartar included the
replacement of the voltage regulator board and the oscillator
boards, and securing of the voltage feedback fuse and the loose
capacitor.

B. All of the remaining 120 VAC inverters on both Unit 1 and Unit 2
were inspected for the problems identified on 12 Inverter. There
were no problems identified with these inverters.

C. Following the event, a visual inspection of the overhead above the
inverters vac made to identify any loosa parts or debris that could
fall into the inverter cabinets. Temporary controls, were also put
in place to prevent work over the inverters. The area around the
inverters was roped off with warning cigns stating work above the
inverters is prohibited.

D. Enhancements are being made to the Preventive Maintenance Program
for the invertern. Additional checks will be performed from now on
to determine if components within the inverter are degraded or
de fec tive .

Long Term

A. A Facility Change Request (FCR) will be implemented to replace the
invertars with upgraded models, due to concarns about vendor support
and parts availability. The Unit 1 inverters are scheduled to be
replaced during the Unit 1 Refueling Outage in the Spring of 1996.
The Unit 2 inverters are scheduled to be replaced during the Unit 2
Refueling Outage in the Spring of 1995.

B. The screw found between the two cards in the voltaga regulator board
was a panal screw that appears to have fallen from a location above

. . - - . . - .
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the invarter. An evaluation vill be performed to determine if
debris intrusion controls are adequate for the inverters.

Other

A. A Calvert Cliffs Significant Incident Finding Team (SIFT) was formed
af ter the event t o determine the event cause(s) and to recommend
corrective actions. Additional corrective actions arising frorn this
investigation vil. be implemented as appropricte.

V. ADDITIONAL INFOPRATION

A. Failed Cornponent Identification

IEEE 803 IEEE 805
EIIS Funct System ID

Vital Inverter Voltage Regulator Board ECBD ED
vital Inverter Occillator Board ECBD EDVital Inverter Output Fuse FU ED

B. Previous Similar Events

A review of past LERs identified four events (LERs 79-15/2L,
80-23/3X, 82-55/3X, and 83-01/3X) in which a fluctuation or loss of
inverter voltage resulted in ESFAS actuations and/or component
actuations. There were no similar events in which the volta 6eregulator board failed resulting in a unit trip and ESFAS
actuations.
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